Abstract. The article deals with two classes of growing random graphs-graphs following the preferential attachment rule with a linear weight function (L-graphs) and hybrid Pennock graphs. We determine the exact final vertex degree distribution and the exact final twodimensional arcs/edges degree distributions of graphs under consideration. The study prove that each hybrid Pennock graph is isomorphic to a certain L graph, and that the converse does not hold, since there are no Pennock graphs isomorphic to L graphs with negative displacements in the expression for the linear weight function. A formula is derived that makes it possible to determine the weight functions, which are used to generate graphs with the required asymptotic power-law vertex degree distribution. The reliability of the obtained results is confirmed by calculations using accurate numerical methods and simulation modeling, i.e. by direct generating of the graphs. The practical value of the results is demonstrated by an example of their effective application for accurate calibration of a growing graph that simulates a network of Internet at the level of autonomous systems.
Introduction
The preferential attachment graphs spread widely as mathematical models of large networks after the publication of the article [1] , in which a growing graph was proposed, later called Barabasi-Albert graph (BA graph). The BA graph, being an adequate model of many growing networks, made it possible to explain how such structural propertiesarise as the asymptotic power-law vertex degree distribution (VDD), the error and attack tolerance, properties of small-world networks (six degrees of separation), etc. [2] . In this article we consider both the growing graphs of L class -graphs with a linear weight function, which is written in the form
, where the displacement s is a constant, either in the form 1 ) (   s k f , and the graphs of P class, i.e. Pennock graphs [3] . Graphs of L class are grown from a small seed-graph by adding increments -new vertices with a given number m of outgoing arcs. Each free end of the every added increment arc attaches to i-th vertex of the graph with probability p i , proportional to the weight ) ( (1) . Thus, every graph of L class is given by two parameters -degree m of the vertex in the increment and displacement s. BA graph is determined by the weight function f(k) = k, i.e. it is such a graph of L class whose weight function has zero displacement. In general case, the displacement s can take negative values. Every graph of Pclass -Pennock graph -is also given by two parameters -degree m of the vertex in the increment and the probability a, which determines a fraction of the weight function The aim of the study is to detect such graphs in the L and P classes whose final (obtained as N → ∞) distributions Q k of vertex degree k have power-law asymptotics, i.e. for which   ck Q k~a s k → ∞ (the notation c of an indefinite numerical coefficient used by us in different contexts has different meanings). At the same time the exponent  must belong to the interval 2 <  ≤ 3, as in many real growing networks, for example, in the Internet at the level of autonomous systems. The probability Q k of degree k here is understood to be the probability, that a vertex chosen randomly (with equal probability) in an infinite graph has a degree k. The average degree of vertices of the growing graphs under consideration, as follows from their construction, is equal to value m k 2    , this is the number of edge ends per one vertex of an infinite graph. The hybrid Pennock graphs are interesting because as a → 1, as it follows from the algorithm of their construction, they converge to a known graph with geometric VDD Q k , as a → 0 -to BA graph, i.e. to the graph with asymptotically-power VDD
. By choosing the value of the parameter a of the hybrid graph between 0 and 1, we can obtain graphs with «intermediate» types of VDD [3, 4] .
Final VDD in P-and L-graphs
Let us apply the method of derivation of exact recurrence relations to the hybrid Pennock graph with parameter a, described in [5] , adapting it to the features of the hybrid graph growing algorithm. Namely, we divide the set of vertices of the hybrid graph into layers (subsets) A k so that each layer A k consists of vertices with a degree k. When adding the next increment to the graph, the probability p i that a new arc attaches to a vertex i (having a degree k) is
where
f is an average value of the weight 1 f ;   2 f is an average value of the weight 2 f . As N grows, the average number of vertices of the A k layer selected by m arcs of an increment to attach to converges (with relative error of zero) to the value
AlltheverticeschosenintheA k layermovetothenextlayer A k+1 , since the addition of new arcs to them increases their degree by one. We neglect the probability of attaching more than one arc of an increment to a vertexi, since it is of infinitesimal order )) ( ( k  p  o for the functions under consideration 1 ) ( [5] . Due to the departure of the vertices selected in the A k the average number of vertices in this layer decreases by   k . Similarly, we determine the average number of vertices selected by increment in the layer A k-1 , which is
These vertices move to the A k layer thereby increasing the average number of vertices in it. In the limit at t → ∞ (N → ∞) the probabilities Q k = |A k | / N = N k / Ndo not change after adding an increment to the graph (a new vertex with m arcs), as they are stationary probabilities, i.e. the following two equalities (balance equations) are valid:
The last equation is the equation for the layer A m , it differs from the previous one because no vertices come into A m layer from the previous A m-1 layer (there is no A m-1 layer), but at the same time, the vertex of the graph increment is added to the A m layer.
We substitute the above expressions for 
Multiplying both parts of the resulting equation by ) 1 (  N N , giving similar terms and again dividing both parts of the equation by N, we rewrite it, taking into account that
, in the form
Expressing now Q k via Q k-1 , we obtain the recurrent formula
Similarly, from the second balance equation for the layer A m we find:
Formulas (3), (4) (4), we obtain the following recurrence formulas that determine VDD Q k exactly:
The validity of formulas (5), (6) is confirmed by simulation modeling (direct cultivation of P-graphs) and by a comparison of the resulting VDD with the VDD calculated by formulas (5), (6) . Now let us consider the graphs of L class. Applying the derived in [6] recurrent formulas , which are common for preferential attachment graphs,
1 ) (
i.e. substituting the weight function
in these formulas, we obtain:
For a linear function 1 ) (  k f the formulas (7), (8) take the form
i.e. define a decreasing geometric progression with the initial term (11), (12) are obtained from formulas (9), (10) as   s . Now we can prove the following statement connecting two classes of random graphs under consideration. T h e o r e m 1. Every hybrid graph of P class is equivalent in the final VDD to a certain graph of L class. P r o o f . The graph of P class and its VDD is uniquely determined by the values of the parameters m and a. In accordance with any selected P-graph with the parameter a < 1 we put a L-graph with the same m and with the parameter
Substituting these m and s into formulas (9), (10) and simplifying them, we obtain formulas that coincide, respectively, with formulas (5), (6) . Hence, the VDD of the L-graph with such m, s coincides with the VDD of the selected P-graph. Let the hybrid graph with the parameter a = 1 correlate with the L-graph having a weight function 1 ) (
. In this case, the VDD of the L-graph (11), (12) also coincides with the VDD (5), (6) of the selected hybrid graph for which a = 1. The theorem is proved. The reverse is not true, since no P-graphs correspond to L-graphs with the parameter s < 0. Therefore, to search for graphs with asymptotic power-law VDD in the P and L classes it is necessary and sufficient to consider graphs of L class.
Exact formulas for arc endpoints degree distribution and edge endpoints degree distribution in P-graphs
An arc endpoints degree is an ordered pair of numbers (l, k), where l is a degree of a vertex from which the arc emanates, k is a degree of a vertex into which the arc enters. The probability k l Q , is defined as the probability that a randomly (with equal probability) selected arc of an infinite graph will have a endpoints degree (l, k). The set of all probabilities k
e. the final twodimensional arc endpoints degree distribution of P-graph can be found by compiling and solving the balance equations for the arc endpoints degree for the graphs with the nonlinear rule of preferential attachment (NPA rule) [5] . The probability ) (k p of attaching an arc of an increment to a vertex of degree k should be determined by the formula of the total probability (2). This entails a change in the formula for the probability k P of attaching an arc of an increment to a layer k A : in P-
. Omitting routine calculations in connection with the limited volume of the article, we present the resulting arc endpoints degree distribution for the P-graph, given by parameters m, a
The calculation of the array || || ,k (14) is verified and validated by simulation. It is easy to check the solution (14) in particular cases for a = 0 or a = 1. In these cases, the hybrid P-graph degenerates into an ordinary graph of preferential attachment: for a = 1 -into a graph with the weight function 1 )
It is easy to verify that in these cases the solution (14) coincides with the solution found in [5] for graphs with NPA rule:
where the function f(k) of the integer variable k is denoted by f k . If all arcs in a directed graph are replaced by edges, then we get an undirected graph. The edge endpoints degree array is obtained as a result of the following transformation of the arc endpoints degree array Q:
Here, the symbol T denotes the transposition of the array Q. The probability
 (an element of the array ) is a probability that a randomly selected edge of an infinite graph traversed in a random direction, leads from a vertex with degree l to a vertex with degree k. The array is symmetric with respect to the main diagonal.
4. Exact formulas for arc endpoints degree distribution and edge endpoints degree distribution in L-graphs. The exact formulas for arc endpoints degree distribution of graphs with the linear rule of preferential attachment are derived as a special case of the general formula for VDD (15) 
T h e o r e m 2. Every hybrid graph of P class, equivalent in the final VDD to a definite graph of L class, is also equivalent to this graph in the final arc/edge endpoints degree distribution. P r o o f . According to Theorem 1 any P-graph with parameters m, a is equivalent in the VDD Q k to L-graph with the same m and the parameter
Then, let us verify that these P-and L-graphs are also equivalent with respect to arc endpoints degreedistribution k l Q , and edge endpoints degree distribution k l ,  . Taking into account formula (16) it is sufficient to check the equivalence of these graphswith respect to arc endpoints degree distribution. To do this, we substitute the value s (18) into the general formula of arc endpoints degree distribution for the L-graph (17). Then, after equivalent transformations, formula (17) reduces to (14) . Consequently, the compared P-and L-graphs are equivalent in arc endpoints degree distribution k l Q , . The theorem is proved. Figure 1 shows the examples of edge endpoints degree distributions for two equivalent P-and Lgraphs. The graphs in figure 1 clearly confirm the validity of the formulas obtained for the edge endpoints degree distribution (and, therefore, for the formulas used for VDD and arc endpoints degree distribution) of the P-and L-graphs, as well as the validity of the theorems proved in this article
Theorem which states the isomorphism of Pennock graph models and L-models with displacements s ≥ 0
The exact coincidence of the distributions Q k and Q lk in the P-graph with parameters (m, a), on the one hand, and in the L-graph with parameters (m, s = 2am/ (1 -a) ) on the other hand, leads to the assumption of a complete isomorphism of the compared P(m, a) and L(m, s) network models. This assumption is confirmed below. Its validity is proved by the following theorem. T h e o r e m 3. Every P-graph is equivalent to a certain L-graph. P r o o f . Let the P-graph be given by the parameters m (a number of arcs in a graph increment) and a (a probability of using the weight function 1 ) (
when selecting a vertex) and let the L-graph have the same parameter mand the weight function
. Then the rule (2) of choosing a vertex to attach to with a new arc of a P-graph is equivalent to the rule (1) for selecting a vertex with a new arc of an L-graph. Indeed, simplifying the rule (2) of choosing a vertex in a P-graph, we find that
where mN R  is a number of edges in the graph. In the calculation (19) for simplicity we assume that the number of edges in the used seed-graph is mtimes greater than the number of vertices in it (as in any graph increment). Now calculating the probability p i for the corresponding L-graph according to the rule (1), we obtain
Consequently, the rules of growing the compared P-and L-graphs are equivalent (probabilities (19) and (20) of attaching to any i vertex coincide). The theorem is proved. Hence, P-graphs are not a new class of graphs -the set of P-graphs coincides with the subset of Lgraphs, defined by the condition 0  s . Any P-graph is equivalent to the corresponding L-graph in all probabilistic and probabilistic-temporal characteristics, in particular, in the characteristics of the transition process. Of course, the characteristics of transient processes are equivalent for the same seed-graphs, from which the compared P-and L-graphs are grown.
Derivation of an approximate expression in closed formfor VDDQ k in the Lclass
For L-graphs we find the expressions of VDD Q k in closed form, which allow to analyzing the asymptotic behavior of these VDD. In the case of a linear weight function 1 ) (  k f recursion (11), (12) implies an exact explicit formula of VDD, this is a formula for a general term of the geometric progression defined by the equalities (11) , (12):
In the case of a linear weight function
, it is also easy to obtain an exact expression for Q k in closed form, since the corresponding recurrent equations (9), (10) . Solving equations (9), (10), we obtain the following exact expression:
As   s we find that Q k (22) converges to Q k (12) . The solution (22) of equations (9), (10) is easily proved by the method of mathematical induction with a help of the known identity )
. However, despite the closed form of the resulting expression (22), it is inconvenient for the analysis of the asymptotic of VDD k Q as k  ∞, obtained at different s. Therefore, we proceed to the derivation of an approximate expression for the VDD, which we find using the mean-field theory [1, 3, 4] . The vertices added to the graph will be numbered by the moments i of their arrival. The number N of vertices in the graph will always be equal to the current time t of the next increment. With this in mind, we perform the following steps prescribed by the mean-field theory, which have a fairly simple probabilistic interpretation.
Step 1). Based on (1) we write down the differential equation for the time variation of an average degree k i of a vertex i due to attaching of new graph increments: 
Step 2). Using (23), we find the number i = l of such a vertex whose degree is equal to k:
Step 3). Hence, we obtain an estimate 
Step 4 
where k Q -is an approximate (with asymptotically exact decay rate) estimate for Q k . we are interested in, for which 2 <  ≤ 3.
Analysis of asymptotic properties of VDD
2). When s = m, 2m, 3m, … , according to (25), a power-law asymptotic distribution   ck Q k~ with the parameter  = 4, 5, 6, … is realized. Thus, in a semi-infinite range s ≥ 0 only one value (the value s = 0) provides a power-law asymptotic distribution of the L-graph with the value that belongs to the range 2 <  ≤ 3. It is the value  = 3. Note, that relation (13) establishes one-to-one correspondence between points of the range s ≥ 0 and points of the range 0 ≤ a < 1. It follows that in P-class only one graph satisfies the criterion (2 <  ≤ 3), it is BA graph, realized at a = 0. 3). Therestoftheranges < 0 is limited by the condition of rule feasibility (1):
for any degree m k  , it requires that m + s > 0 must be satisfied, i.e. s > -m. When s = -0, as we saw above in paragraph 1), the asymptotic distribution 
Values of a parameter of equivalent P-graph
there are no such P-graphs
Note 2. The value  = 2 in the power-law asymptotic distribution of graphs and networks with preferential attachment is unattainable under any weight functions, since asymptotic distribution 
Example of application
The power-law asymptotic distribution for   ck Q k~ when 2 <  ≤ 3 is typical, for example, for networks that make up the Internet. Paper [6] provides an example of solving the problem of calibrating a graph that simulates a network of autonomous Internet systems according to statistics on this network. The network consists of N = 22963 nodes and E = 48436 edges. We also have information about the node degree distribution of the network. In total, the table of statistical data contains 1713 lines consisting of two numbers k, n k , where k is a degree of a vertex ) 1713 ..., , 1 (  k , n k is a number of nodes with a degree k. The empirical VDD Q k is obtained by adding a third column containing numbers
(this VDD is shown in figure 2 by markers). The value of the network parameter m is E/N = 2.1093. To find the empirical value of the exponent , the power trend line figure 2) is constructed, the values c and are determined by the least squares method (LSM). In this case, the initial part of the empirical VDD is excluded, since it is required to determine the asymptotic characteristic. Empirical probabilities Q k of large k values are also not used, since there are still few nodes with such degrees in the growing network, and empirical probabilities of such vertex degrees are unreliable (see figure 2) . As a result of applying the LSM, we obtain an empirical asymptotic distribution   ck Q k~, in which  = 2.0682. By the formula (26) we calculate s = -1.9655. Therefore, the desired asymptotic behavior is realized in a graph with a weight function 9655
(with the average number of arcs in the increment of m = 2.1093). By defining the weight function that provides the desired asymptotic distribution Q k , we now easily solved the main calibration problem. In addition, using the methods described in [5] [6] [7] , by determining the appropriate stochastic increment (when the number of outgoing arcs of the increment is not deterministic, but a random variable), we, as before, solve the problem of implementing a specific initial part of the sequence Q k . As a result, the autonomous system network model is now defined as a graph with preferential attachment, whose weight function when k ≥ 11 is given by the formula 9655
, and for k = 1, …, 10 takes values 0, 0, 0, 1.38802, 2.40613, 5.28966, 6.67, 6.71098, 7.79545, 8.10619 respectively. The stochastic increment is formed as a vertex with a random number x of arcs, which can take the values x = 1, …, 6 with probabilities 0.34145, 0.42246, 0.09664, 0.09433, 0.01504, 0.03008 respectively (meanwhile, the average value of x is m = 2.1093). Figure 3 shows the result of validation the performed calibration with a help of direct growing the graph with the calibrated weight function ) (k f described above and the distribution of the number x of arcs in the stochastic increments of the graph. The recurrent formulas for the exact calculation of the VDD in a growing graph with a stochastic increment are derived in [6] : 
where g = k min ; r g , r g+1 , …, r h are probabilities that the number x of arcs of an increment is equal to g, g+1, …, h respectively (in our case g = 1, h = 6). Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that the correct choice of the weight function allows us to adequately reproduce the asymptotic VDD of the simulated networks in graph models. Due to this, the quality of solving modeling problems is significantly improved. In particular, adequate forecasting of changes in network characteristics and network processes caused by the growth of networks is provided. Note, as an illustration, that the VDD implemented in the considered example, which has a much heavier tail than the VDD of BA graph, causes a more intensive growth of vertex degrees and a larger share of «influencers» -vertices with very high degrees. This difference is noticeable even when visually comparing the grown graphs, if they are depicted on a scale that provides the presence of several thousand vertices of the graph in one figure.
Conclusion
The article deals with the growing random graphs of P class (hybrid Pennock graphs), generated using a mixture of two weight functions . The study proved that every hybrid graph of P class has a twin -a graph of L class with exactly the same final VDD, the arc endpoints degree distribution, and the edge endpoints degree distribution. A stronger statement is also proved that every P-graph is equivalent to its L-twin-graph. A formula is given that helps to define L-twin-graph corresponding to P-graph. The asymptotic VDD Q k are found for all values of weight function parameters in both classes of graphs. It is established, that graphs with asymptotic distribution . With this asymptotic distribution by changing the coefficient c the green line can be replaced higher, but its slope angle cannot be changed.
The obtained results can be used in the construction of graph models of real growing networks (such as scientific collaboration networks [8] , social networks [9] , data networks [10] , etc.). These results can be applied in the study of networks and network processes both by analytical [11] [12] [13] and imitational [14, 15] methods. This can significantly improve the adequacy and efficiency of the developed methods of interaction with real networks and methods of managing network processes.
